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Geophysics’ Role at Mn/DOT:

1.) Pre-Design/Scoping
- Reconnaissance
- To prevent construction cost overruns 

2.) Preliminary Design Phase
- Complement drilling/CPT data; fill in ‘gaps’
- Give guidance to additional site investigation

3.) Failures
- Roadway settlement, sinkholes in ROW 

4.) ‘Rescue’ Operations
- Acquire info where drill rigs are not allowed or    
cannot be deployed (resistance from property owners,  
environmental constraints, hazardous waste, power  
lines, boulder fields, thick forests, water)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geophysics is utilized during most phases of a project.PreDesign: Used as a recon tool.  We’ve been doing a fair amount of resistivity work out on TH212 near Norwood Young America for future phases of road reconstruction-  particularly seeking to avoid cost overruns incurred from unplanned muck excavations (i.e., Mn/DOT Scoping Initiative).Prelim Design: Most often used for this purpose.  Supplement data set assembled with aid of other subsurface investigative tools.  Can create efficiency by intelligently locating holes based on interpretations as opposed to systematically sending out rigs to acquire point source info every 100’.  Fills in gaps between boreholes.  Supplementing program with geophysics helps reduce uncertainty in data set.Failures:  Occasionally we see failures due to settlement or sinkholes.  Resisitivity is nice since it gives you a large scale idea as to why the problem occurred as opposed to inferring cause solely from drilling.Rescues:  Occasionally, geophysical data set becomes the only info from which a structure’s design is based on.  These situations occur due to the various reasons stated above.



Geophysical Applications at Mn/DOT:

1.) General Soil/Rock Stratigraphy & Site Characterization

2.) Location/Dimensions of Organic Deposits

3.) Bedrock Assessment

5.) Cavity Detection

6.) Pollutant Detection

4.) Buried Structures 

+

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typical applications at mn/dot1.  Basically characterizing the site and getting a sense as to the soil/rock stratigraphy (soil thickness, water table, depth to bedrock, etc).Used for not only locating but acquiring dimensions of organic deposits for excavation estimates.  Interested in assessing the bedrock- is it flat, undulating, fractured/faulted, preferentially weathered, locally sulfidic, paleokarst Utility pipes, buried storm sewers, geofoam liners.  Example, TH53 Miller Creek protection slab over utilities. We tend to know the locations from utility locates but often stumble on to them by accident. The original intention of acquiring res capability, for instance, was to give us better understanding of cavernous terrains, such as SE MN or Iron Range.  Could never understand the sense of filling a sinkhole and then poking a hole in it with a borehole- never really told us much. For instance, there are some ROW portions with creosote contamination and other petroleum products which could infringe on geofoam fill



Two 8-channel resistivity/IP 
meters (AGI SuperSting R8/IP)

Use land cables, underwater 
cables, infinity cables or 
combinations 

Processing software for inversion
of 2D and 3D data sets with 
terrain correction, roll-along or both

Can perform ‘roll-along’ surveys 

A large number of electrodes (up
to 168 at Mn/DOT) to acquire 
2D/3D profiles 

Can perform Induced Polarization
surveys 

Electrical Resistivity 
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Presentation Notes
RESISTIVITY setup.  



Seismic Geophysical Methods

24-Channel Geode by 
Geometrics

14 Hz Geophones 
(refraction)

4.5 Hz Geophones 
(surface wave) 

Hammer Source

Field Laptop Computer

12 Volt Battery

Refraction and Surface 
Wave Capabilities
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Presentation Notes
Acquired capabilities to run seismic refraction in the summer of 2008 and to run surface wave surveys in the spring of 2009.  In the 50’s – 70’s Mn/DOT utilized seismic refraction frequently, but from the 80’s-90’s there was a lull with some consultant geophysics conducted.  We have now used refraction methods on 4 projects and surface wave methods on 1. 



I-90 Dresbach Bridge
Dresbach, MN/ Onalaska, WI

Alluvial 
Sand & Gravel

SiCL w/ some Org.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Great data quality from a roll-along, 2D resistivity survey.  Obvious contrast in electrical properties from 17’ to 30’ below surface.  Ranges are consistent with clay rich soils overlying sand and gravel.  Hand auger used-  augered down 4’ and retrieved SiCL w/ about 5 to 10% organics.  A straightforward and typical application of RES.  Can send a drill rig or CPT out to validate without the need to drill every 100’ or whatever spacing.This much info (1100’ long by 130’ deep profile) can be acquired in a day.



TH53 “Kohl’s” Bridge
Duluth, MN

Sat. Grav./SiOrg.

Gabbro
Bedrock

Boulders

Noisy Data Sat. Grav./SiOrg.

Gabbro
Bedrock

Boulders

Noisy Data
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Presentation Notes
East west line was more cumbersome to set up.  Had to machette through and lop a lot of bushes.  Some boulder piles were removed to allow for electrode insertion.  Some electrodes were implanted into the substrate of the stream to keep the line continuous- fabricated Kevin in the shop.Profile revealed vivid contrast in elec properties at shallow depths.  Upper 10’ gave similar readings as soil in north south profile.  Bedrock is interpreted as high res stuff under soil.  Had some noisy data over on west end which complicated our interp.  Regardless of interp options, bedrock is shallow.  Boulder influence is identifiable.  Res gave repeatable info where surveys intersected- i.e., pothole/weathered zone is verifiable.No res performed throughway roadway wall to west- too much rip rap in the way.



TH 169 Underground Mine Working Study
Chisholm, MN

Iron Formation

S & G
(Boulders)

Underground Mine Workings
U.M.W.
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Presentation Notes
Yellow area enlarged for easier viewing.  Can see collapse area as red dot.  One of the first steps we took in understanding the condition of the workings was to perform a 2D roll along through the median.  A profile roughly 3200’ long was generated.  Data quality not pictured but processed zones were typically RMS=4, L2=1.5.  To make a long story short, combination of drilling and res verified the presence of bedrock at about 45’- transition from low res to high res is seen at this depth.  Overburden is sand and gravel w/ some boulders; a distinct boulder layer is seen contrasting with sand and gravel around 20’ down.  Iron Formation is typically med res about 500 ohm-m but an obvious contrast is evident in a 1000’ swath in center of profile; another pocket is visible on east end at about 3000’.  These areas represent open workings found between 50’ and 70’ below surface.  Drilling would later corroborate their presence.  Path that void took to surface is denoted as red dashed line.  Some influence from utilities can be seen on west end.



TH61 Rest Area Investigation
Tettagouche State Park, Mn

• Determined that 
bedrock would not be 
encountered during 
the construction of the 
new rest area building

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 We determined by running seismic, resistivity and conducting a few borings and CPT, that bedrock was not likely to be encountered by the building and that there were good soils there for building on.  Right now we are using two software packages to process our seismic data.  We use SeisOpt@2d from Optim as well as SeisImager from Geometrics.  These profiles here were processed using SeisOpt@2d.  With these profiles done prior to drilling we were able to place borings where they would provide the most beneficial to use to “ground truth” our model.  Unfortunately none of the borings went deep enough to penetrate bedrock, but the upper soil interpretations did match.



QUESTIONS? 

MN/DOT  “TEAM GEOTECH”

With thanks to my geology colleagues for their assistance in preparing this presentation
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